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There is a special place called Hidden Creek in the headwaters of the
Oldman River. Bull trout have migrated there to spawn for thousands of
years. Native cutthroat trout, in precipitous decline elsewhere, also hang on
in the stream by a fin. If there was a place where fish should have trumped
logging, Hidden Creek is the place.
It seems there is no place in our Eastern Slopes inviolate from logging.
Hidden Creek was logged last winter in a rush, possibly to counter any
objections to the contrary. The footprint of a few months of activity now will
persist for the foreseeable future and put bull trout and cutthroat trout, both
“threatened” species in peril. Today’s commercial logging is brutal,
mechanized, large scale and probably economically marginal. To make
economic sense the usual rules about land use are consistently watered down
by the Forest Service as a service, perhaps a subsidy, to the timber industry.
To accommodate logging of the steep, topographically challenging Hidden
Creek valley the Forest Service granted several significant deviations from
accepted practice. The logging road was constructed well within the usual
protective buffer, meaning sediment has a quicker, direct run into the stream.
The valley seeps with water, like a sponge and is the reason why bull trout
home there to spawn. Many source water areas (tributary streams, springs
and seeps) were logged over; where buffers were left these were wafer thin
and of questionable effectiveness. Roads and trails now channel both
surface and ground water flow in ways that enhance erosion.
Reclamation of the logging footprint, termed “state of the art” by the Forest
Service, is best described as minimalist and perfunctory. The stabilization of
steep slopes is problematic and slumping may introduce sediment into
Hidden Creek in catastrophic amounts. Attempts to contain sediment from
bare slopes and keep it out of the water can charitably only be called
cosmetic.
The way industry logs, the way the Forest Service allows and directs
industry to log, has soured the majority of southern Albertans on timber
harvest. Numerous public opinion surveys corroborate this, including the
responses of most participants in the South Saskatchewan Regional Planning
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process. A mad rush to log all the sensitive watersheds, the ones containing
“threatened” native fish is a cynical attempt to get the last tree before public
opinion finally awakens and overwhelms the rapacious, short term treatment
of our headwater water towers.
Laurence Peter, famous also for the Peter Principle said, “Bureaucracy
defends the status quo long past the time when the quo has lost its status”.
So it is with the Forest Service that continues blindly to promote destructive
logging practices long after the public has said other forest values are more
important.
Whether in the guise of local economic development, fire protection, a
prophylactic for insect damage or the latest—“water harvest”— the Forest
Service sticks to the consistent theme of “the answer is logging, what was
the question?” Certainly one of the silliest, if not the most disingenuous of
initiatives, given recent flooding is the Forest Service plan to log one of the
unlogged, unroaded watersheds in the Crowsnest Pass to increase water
delivery. We need more forest canopy, not less, given the recurring themes
of heavy June rain storms and subsequent flooding.
Fish do not immediately die from a logging operation but the legacy of
poorly planned cutblocks, inappropriate roading and a lack of timely,
effective restoration of the logging footprint creates a legacy of problems.
These inevitably lead to population fragmentation, spawning failure, habitat
loss and population declines. Once fish and wildlife populations dip below a
critical mass, any of a number of factors, natural and/or human, are
magnified and cause populations to disappear.
The cutblocks on Hidden Creek won’t be logged again for over a hundred
years based on slow, torturous growth rates in a circumstance where trees
struggle. The ones cut were over a hundred years old and barely 8 inches in
diameter at their bases. When those trees were seedlings, about 1900, farsighted and wise bureaucrats were thinking about and instituting a landscape
approach to watershed protection called the Forest Reserve. Sadly, that
noble ideal has been exchanged for one of exploitation, a shift for areas
originally set aside for their watershed virtues.
Maybe, just maybe, by the time the feller bunchers or their new kin come
again to Hidden Creek there will be a more enlightened approach to forest
and watershed management than that exhibited by recent logging. If bull
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trout and cutthroat trout (as well as grizzlies, elk, wolverine and lynx)
survive this latest logging onslaught they might persist until the next one.
The best we can hope for, those of us that appreciate clean water, native
trout and watersheds with ecological integrity, is the Forest Service goes
extinct before many of the indicators of enlightened, sustainable forest
management do.
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